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Abstract

Robot Programming-by-Demonstration demands
two skills from the user, understanding the task that is
to be programmed, and comprehending how to use the
robotic system. This article is about training the user
those skills that are necessary for the latter require-
ment. The robotic system is based on the DLR/KUKA
light-weight robot, which allows direct human-machine
interaction and compliant motions. An augmented
reality and a virtual reality setup are presented that
aim to demonstrate and evaluate skills transfer of two
different sub-tasks of this system: avoiding robot singu-
larities and setting correct compliance parameters. For
this purpose training accelerators are introduced for
(1) visualising robot singularities, (2) exploring robot
singularities, and (3) feeling compliance parameters.
An evaluation procedure for these accelerators is
suggested.

1 Introduction

The state of the art in programming industrial robots
is cumbersome writing of many lines of code usu-
ally carried out by experts specially trained in robot
programming [3]. A new programming paradigm in-
tends to enable robot programming in an interactive
way by “taking the robot by the hand” and showing it
what to do. This paradigm is called Programming-by-
Demonstration (PbD) [4].

The idea behind this paradigm is that a worker who
knows how to perform a task can program a robot sim-
ply by executing the same task, but with the robot in
his hands. By guiding the robot with his own hands the
worker is intuitively “demonstrating” how to solve the

Figure 1: Programming-by-Demonstration system
based on the DLR/KUKA light-weight robot.

task. Ideally, not a single line of code needs to be pro-
grammed. The considered novice users of PbD should
“demonstrate” those tasks that they are experts in. Since
they do not have skills on robot programming, the key
issue of this article is: How can users learn using PbD?

With the new DLR/KUKA light-weight robot tech-
nology, being equipped with numerous internal sensors,
the PbD paradigm can be introduced from research into
commercial standard robotic applications. Due to this
sensory equipment, including torque sensors in each
joint, this robot is capable of being operated in compli-
ant motion. Since the worker interacts with the robot in
a direct physical way (see Fig. 1), new skills are needed
to cope with the technical system [17]. Furthermore,
some of the skills necessary for operating robots nowa-
days are also important for programming a robot with



PbD. Due to the fact that the robot in use is capable
of interacting with the operator and that it can provide
haptic feedback, the robotic system itself is used as a
training system.

PbD can be used in different applications and with
various process tasks. This shows that PbD itself is very
complex and has high variation. As it is not possible to
cover all aspects and all skills involved in the presented
skill transfer system, only two sub-tasks have been se-
lected to be evaluated on skills transfer scenarios:

• avoiding robot singularities, and

• setting compliance parameters.

Singularity avoidance means being able to avoid
robot positions from where it cannot be moved further
in certain directions [6]. This sub-task can be analyzed
analytically allowing evaluation of user performance.
The other scenario that has been selected is setting ap-
propriate compliance parameters for the robot, such that
the robot is able to perform a certain task. This scenario
is much more sophisticated since performance parame-
ters are unknown. Furthermore, this makes evaluation
more challenging.

The following sections give an overview of a skill
training demonstrator for comprehending the opera-
tion of a new robotic system. The demonstrator takes
into account the SKILLS Unified Framework approach,
with specific emphasis on multimodal feedback and en-
active learning. Section 2 gives an overview of some
tools for skills transfer and their possible drawbacks.
Section 3 describes two setups used for demonstrating
skills transfer, as well as training tasks that are foreseen
to be performed on them. Three possible accelerators
for training and skill transfer are introduced in section 4,
and a plan for evaluating them is presented in section 5.
Section 6 summarizes the main issues of this work.

2 State-of-the-Art in Visual and Haptic
Guidance

The most intuitive way in which feedback in a PbD
scenario can be given is by visual guidance. For ex-
ample, arrows can be used to point out positions lead-
ing out of singularities. Visual graphs can be used to
show the user the current compliance level and the de-
viation between current and requested levels. In PbD
visual feedback naturally supplements the existing hap-
tic feedback when the user guides the robot into place.
The current section briefly reviews the literature on vi-
sual and haptic guidance.

Two main theories postulate that using the visual
and auditory channels for presenting information im-
proves skill acquisition compared to the use of a sin-
gle modality [11, 12, 19]. Both theories are based on

Baddeley’s model of working memory [1]. According
to this model, working memory is limited in capacity,
but includes two processors, auditory (verbal) and vi-
sual, which can be used simultaneously. The first the-
ory is the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning
[11] which argues that having two modalities available
during training enables a trainee to build two different
mental representations - a verbal model and a visual
model - which enriches the stored memory. This theory
is supported by findings in multimedia studies show-
ing that adding pictures and animations to vocal nar-
rations improves success rate in subsequent knowledge
tests (e.g., [12]).

A second theory supporting the use of multiple
modalities during training is Cognitive Load Theory
[19, 20], which asserts that using multiple sensory chan-
nels reduces the cognitive load on working memory.
These arguments were also supported by research find-
ings [5, 14]. Together, the two theories support the use
of multimodal training including visual guidance, along
with information received by other modalities.

Questions about the use of visual guidance arise
from the old literature on experimental psychology.
One of the most famous experiments that has demon-
strated the disadvantage of passive visual guidance in
spatial tasks was a study by Held [8], which involved
two kittens that were put in a device where one con-
trolled it’s visual environment by moving towards or
away from objects, whereas the other cat’s visual envi-
ronment was entirely controlled by the first cat’s move-
ments. The results showed that the cat that was able to
actively explore the environment had much better per-
formance in spatial tasks. While Held’s study focused
on the global importance of active exploration during
the development process, it is likely that a similar effect
appears in the micro environment of a skill acquisition
process where a trainee is passively (visually) guided
by the trainer. Indeed, this was confirmed in a series of
recent studies conducted in the SKILLS project.

For example, Gavish, Yechiam and Kallai [22] con-
ducted an experimental study in which trainers in-
structed trainees on how to perform a 3-D puzzle. This
was done in two conditions: Vocal guidance, where
only vocal instructions were possible, and vocal guid-
ance with mouse pointing (where the trainer could also
use a mouse to point out positions on the trainee’s
screen). The results showed that 90 % of the trainers
used the mouse pointing option when it was available.
However, the use of the mouse pointer, while reduc-
ing mental load during training, drastically impaired
trainees’ success rate and performance speed. Specifi-
cally, it led to a performance decrement of about 50 % in
the proportion of successful completers and in response



time. These results suggested that the use of multimodal
training using visual guidance should be re-evaluated.

Still, there are conditions where visual guidance is
necessary because visual feedback cannot be easily sup-
plemented by alternative modalities. Singularity avoid-
ance in PbD is a case in point. It is very difficult to
provide information in six degrees of freedom in a non-
visual manner. This led the current design process of
PbD to consider avenues of reducing the possible harm-
ful effects of visual guidance. The negative effect of
visual guidance is posited to stem from passively fol-
lowing the trainee’s request rather than actively explor-
ing the environment [22]. Therefore, a training protocol
necessitating the trainee to actively explore the task en-
vironment after getting visual feedback is predicted to
offset this negative effect [21]. The next sections pro-
vide the details of the selected arrangement of visual
and haptic cues.

3 System

PbD in this article is based on the KUKA/DLR light-
weight robot (LWR). The LWR is a revolute joint robot,
with integrated electronics comprising torque and posi-
tion sensors [9]. This sensory equipment enables com-
pliant behaviour and opens the door to the sensitive area
of direct human interaction. The LWR has a load-to-
weight ratio of 1 : 1 such that it can handle objects of a
weight up to 14 kg. With its seven serially linked joints,
this robot possesses redundant kinematics that allow
null-space movement, which is valuable for avoiding
collisions and optimizing the robot’s configuration [18].

Two basic technology platforms are used: One is
using the real robot performing a real task (On-Site
Setup). The user is provided with augmented reality
(AR) aids. The other is using the robotic arm in a virtual
reality (VR) haptic and visual environment to perform
simulated tasks (Training-Center Setup). Thus, with the
choice of using two training platforms, the advantages
of both are combined, i.e. with a real robot (On-Site
Setup) the PbD task is realistic, and with virtual reality
technology maximum flexibility is achieved, in terms
of modifying the scenario, and adapting visual or hap-
tic guides. The following two subsections describe each
platform separately:

3.1 On-Site Setup
The On-Site Setup of the PbD-Demonstrator is an

AR scenario where virtual (visual and haptic) informa-
tion is augmented to a real life setup (see Fig. 2). The
AR scenario is set up in the actual working cell with a
DLR/KUKA light-weight robot and task related equip-
ment. It consequently features all the details of a real

Robot with handle

Lego structure
Workspace with

Touch screen

AR screen

Figure 2: The On-Site Setup with touch screen for in-
teraction and instructions, robot with handle, workspace
with Lego structure and a big screen for AR.

working setup. With this setup we examine how addi-
tional sensory information can be used to enhance learn-
ing in real life environment.

The task is to place a Lego brick, which is already
in the gripper of the LWR, into a notch of a given Lego
structure (see Fig. 3). The brick is placed in front of
the structure close to the desired final position. The fol-
lowing motion is crucial, as it inserts the brick into the
notch and then moves it inside the notch to a position
where the brick is exactly above the desired position,
and where the brick must be pressed down.

For compliant motion a trajectory and compliance
parameters are necessary. The trajectory for this motion
is already provided by the system. The user is supposed
to set the compliance parameters of this motion appro-
priately, which means the robot successfully reaches the
desired position without getting stuck on the way or
damaging the structure.

Figure 3: On-Site Setup task: Set parameters for fitting
Lego brick in a notch.

The focus of research with this setup concentrates on
the benefit of a haptic accelerator which is described in
detail in section 4.3. Beyond that, the setup provides
further sensory information and assistance to the user.
Subsequently, some exemplary features are sketched.
For simplifying the task, the system can limit the set
of changeable parameters to those, which are necessary
to solve the task successfully. The user may get visual
guidance/assistance on the AR screen, e.g. a virtual co-
ordinate system. While executing the process, the user
may watch occurring forces and torques of the robot



Figure 4: While executing the process, the user may
observe occurring forces.

(see Fig. 4). On the plots optimal forces (from expert’s
solution) may be displayed. After performing the train-
ing, a score that is calculated of several measurements
(e.g. number of steps, required time, deviation to ideal
solution ...) may be displayed to the user. The trajectory
for executing the process may be selected to vary the
peg-in-hole task: it is possible to choose it from several
predefined trajectories (expert’s trajectories) as well as
to teach-in a self defined trajectory.

3.2 Training-Center Setup

The Training-Center Setup of the PbD-Demonstrator
is based on VR technology to simulate different cases
taken from real life and can be easily augmented with
real components of the use case. The core component is
the DLR/KUKA light-weight robot being used as hap-
tic device, but the methodology will also allow for using
other interfaces within this setup. Other technical com-
ponents of this setup comprise the visualisation engine
InstantReality from Fraunhofer IGD [2], and the hap-
tic algorithm VPS [16] for computing collision forces
and torques in the virtual scene. To realistically display
these forces to the user, the haptic control has been de-
signed following the stability condition for haptic ren-
dering [10, 15, 7].

Time-delay is critical for skills transfer, if it differs
in the virtual world from that in the real world. In this
setup time delay for 3d visual feedback is within one
sampling period for an update rate of 60 Hz, so that this
additional delay can be neglected. The round-trip delay
in the haptic loop has been determined to be 6 ms.

This delay is limiting the stiffness of the contacts
in the virtual world. Thus, also the coupling between
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Figure 5: Position of the virtual robot (red line) is lag-
ging behind those of the real robot (blue line) during
training task.

the real and the virtual robot is limited at approxi-
mately 5000 N/m (a higher stiffness would result in an
unstable system behaviour [10]). This limitation causes
a lag of the virtual robot’s position with respect to the
real one (see Fig. 5). During free-space movements, the
resulting position difference is less than 1 mm, or in
terms of delay less than 3 ms (in the region where the
robot is moving, i.e. t < 0.055 s). Given the duration of
these delays, it is not expected that delayed feedback at
this level will have negative effects on training acquisi-
tion (see also [13]).

The purpose of this setup is the transfer of skills
related to the handling of the robot (robot skills) to a
novice user. The use cases can be adopted to concen-
trate on specific aspects of certain skills needed. For the
selected sub-task “singularity avoidance” a Lego game
environment has been developed in the VR (see Fig. 6).
The goal of the training task is to train the user to un-
derstand the effects of robot singularities and to avoid
them.

In the Lego game the user should build a predefined
Lego structure with a virtual LWR, while trying to avoid
singular robot configurations. The virtual robot’s end-
effector is coupled to the real robot being used as hap-
tic device, such that the user can move and rotate the
virtual robot, and feel forces and torques that occur in
the virtual world. Thus, not only collisions between the
virtual robot and the virtual environment are displayed,
but also the dynamics of the virtual robot itself. This is
essential to feel the effect of robot singularities.

In the VR a red blinking Lego brick is indicating
the pick- and place-positions. The trajectories between
these positions can be freely chosen by the user. Dur-
ing the game different means of help can be activated.
Some of them are selected as accelerators and described
in the following section.



Figure 6: In the Training-Center Setup the trainee must
use the virtual robot to build a predefined Lego struc-
ture.

4 Accelerators

The term accelerator refers to a methodology that
increases the speed of skill acquisition. In the train-
ing of Programming-by-Demonstration three potential
accelerators were chosen based on the following gen-
eral criteria: 1) involve sub-tasks that are difficult for
many novice programmers to acquire 2) sub-tasks that
are general and appear in most tasks of robotic pro-
gramming 3) sub-tasks that are unique to the domain of
robot handling. Two accelerators focus on the sub-task
of singularity avoidance and involve a visual guidance
technique and a training protocol for encouraging par-
ticipants to actively explore their environment (sections
4.1 and 4.2). The final third accelerator focuses on the
task of setting compliance parameters (section 4.3).

4.1 Singularity Index and Performance
Indicator

The singularity index is a value that describes the
proximity of a robot to its closest singular configura-
tion. Different methods can be used to calculate such
an index. The implemented method is described in the
following lines. Its main advantages are (1) that it gives
a singularity index for each robotic joint instead of one
global index, (2) the singularity index indicates the di-
rection for each joint to avoid the singularity, and (3)
it can be easily extended in order to recognize sub-
singularities, which are singularities of a part of the
robot (e.g. if the first three joints of the robot lose one
degree-of-freedom).

The module for computing the singularity index is
implemented as Matlab-Simulink block (see Fig. 7). It
is connected to the visualization system, which uses ro-
tating arrows (see Fig. 8) to indicate the direction the

Figure 7: Simulink subsystem for calculating the singu-
larity index of the LWR.

Figure 8: Green rotating arrows indicate the singularity
index of each joint. The wider the arrow, the closer is
the robot to a singularity.

joint has to move in order to increase the distance to the
singularity.

The singularity index is used by a performance in-
dicator to indicate the trainee’s performance during a
task. Furthermore, it is a variable that is stored in the
Training-Center Setup.

In order to communicate his success to the trainee
during task execution, a performance indicator has been
developed. Due to the fact that haptic feedback is al-
ready included inherently in PbD, using visual or audio
“feedback indicators” suggests itself. Thus, the imple-
mented performance indicator is realized as a graphical
module in the visualization window.

In the current version it is possible to visualize two
scores, numerically and graphically (see figures 9 and
10). Different parameters can be mapped to these two
scores. For example, for the training of singularity
avoidance, the first score of this performance indicator
represents the current singularity index of the robot, and
the second one a total score of the trainee.

4.2 Exploration of Singularities

It has been determined in a first step that there are
four possible conditions for a singularity of the LWR, as
shown in Fig. 11. In such a condition, one or two joints
must be at zero position, while the other joints can be
arbitrary. In the Training-Center Setup defining a start-
ing configuration for the virtual robot is possible. At



Figure 9: Visualization window of the Training-
Center Setup, showing the performance indicator in the
bottom-left corner, and rotating green arrows that in-
dicate the direction of movement out of singular robot
configurations.

Figure 10: Performance indicator is showing the singu-
larity index and the score of the user.

the same time it must be guaranteed that the real robot,
which is used as haptic device, is in an initial condi-
tion where it has enough free space in all six Cartesian
degrees of freedom.

In the starting configurations the virtual robot must
be singular. The user may move the virtual robot via
moving the haptic device. When starting to move the
virtual robot from a singular position, one can easily ex-
plore the effect of singularities: the robot cannot move
in certain directions anymore. The experiment’s train-
ing protocol will involve having the users start in differ-
ent singularities, get out of them, and re-set the system
to these singularities. Thus, the user can explore all four
robot singularities and their effect.

4.3 Haptic Feedback
This accelerator facilitates the setting of compliance

parameters that is done before a robot makes a series of
movements. It supports the acquisition of the cognitive
model of compliance through a direct haptic feedback
in the course of the robot movement.

There are six compliance parameters for Cartesian
space, which define the translational and rotational stiff-
ness. When starting the parameterization, the compli-
ance parameters are set to an initial parameterization by
the system. The initial parameters are not known to the
user. He may activate the robot with the actual parame-

(a) θ4 = 0 (b) θ2 = 0 ∧ θ6 = 0

(c) θ2 = 0 ∧ θ3 = 0 (d) θ5 = 0 ∧ θ6 = 0

Figure 11: Singular configurations of the LWR. The
green arrows indicate the robot joints that cause the re-
spective singularity.

terization, grab the handle and “feel” the compliance of
the robot (see Fig. 12). The user may then change the
parameterization for each dimension with +/- buttons on
the screen (see Fig. 13). The changes are immediately
transferred to the robot’s control system, so the user can
“feel” the result of these changes by grasping the handle
and exerting forces on the robot.

With this accelerator the user starts robot motion
only when he thinks that the task can be accomplished
with the compliant behaviour he has felt with his own
hands. The user observes the robot executing the given

Figure 12: Haptic feedback. The user can “feel” the
parameterized compliance of the robot.



Figure 13: The user can adjust the six compliance pa-
rameters of the robot by pressing at the + and - signs.

task. He may subsequently alter the parameters and feel
the result of his action again, in order to improve the
performance of the robot.

5 Evaluation Plan

This section presents an evaluation plan that com-
prises the three potential accelerators of previous sec-
tion. The accelerators focus on two sub-tasks which
were found as critical based on the task analysis: singu-
larity avoidance and setting of compliance parameters.

The challenge of singularity avoidance is to prevent
the robot’s posture from reaching configurations where
it gets singular, i.e. it cannot be moved in certain di-
rections anymore. To support the learning process, we
use two accelerators: A visual pointer which directs the
user to the required moves for avoiding the singularity,
and a training protocol (called “Exploration of Singu-
larities”) which is aimed to offset the negative effect of
“passive guidance” that appears to be a side effect of vi-
sual guidance. The complete training will start with the
pointer as an easy first step, and then move to a stage
where the participants explore the avoidance of singu-
larities in various positions without using the pointer.
Each of these two steps will be evaluated separately.
The evaluation studies will have the training condition
(with pointer / without pointer; with exploration train-
ing / without exploration training) as independent vari-
able and performance (number of moves to complete a
task, response time) as dependent variable.

The challenge of setting compliance parameters is
to set them so that they will be optimal to the specific
task at hand. For this reason, a firm grasp of the con-
cept of compliance is required. The accelerator for this

uses haptic feedback. In standard robotic application
a user programs compliance levels and then observes
the results. In the current system, the user will be pro-
vided with direct haptic feedback of the parameterized
levels of compliance. The evaluation study will use
the training condition (visual feedback; visual + haptic
feedback) as the independent variable and performance
(number of moves to complete a task, response time) as
a dependent variable.

6 Conclusions

The current paper reviewed three potential acceler-
ators for improving skill acquisition in the context of
Programming-by-Demonstration. (1) A Singularity In-
dex and Performance Indicator — a visual-based tool
giving the user experiential feedback about the proce-
dures needed to be undertaken when the robot config-
uration is close to a singularity. (2) A training proto-
col aimed to expose participants to singularities, which
is referred to as “Exploration of Singularities”. The
general advantage of this second accelerator is in its
non-visual nature. In previous SKILLS experiments vi-
sual guidance was shown to have some important side
effect (e.g., [22]). (3) The final accelerator involves
haptic feedback for setting compliance parameters. In
this training protocol, users are encouraged to explore –
haptically – the implications of setting various param-
eters. In this manner, users are directed not to rely on
visual trajectories and other visual feedbacks denoting
the value of different compliance parameters in a given
task; but also on haptic sensations associated with dif-
ferent compliance levels. Because this additional haptic
feedback makes use of active exploration, it is expected
to facilitate the acquisition of the concept of compliance
level (e.g., that certain compliance levels are appropri-
ate for different tasks) and its implications.
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